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				Your problem solver
			

		
	



			
		
	



			



			



		
	



                The standard sensor does not fit? A typical task for EGE. Because we can quickly and precisely adapt any sensor to your application. Whether it's a different cable, a particularly resistant material, a different thread or a measuring range adapted to your application - we provide a solution immediately. Whether it's a minor optimization or a complete redesign, just ask. We look forward to your challenge.
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				Im Fokus
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				Specialist for hazardous areas
			
Based on nearly 30 years of experience in the development and production of Ex-sensors, flow sensors and sensors for increased requirements, EGE offers a comprehensive portfolio of innovative Ex-protected sensors.

                learn more
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				Absolutely customized
			
If sensors are one hundred percent adapted to the requirements of the environment, new, significantly more efficient processes can be realized. As a machine and plant manufacturer, be at least one sensor tip ahead of the competition!

                learn more
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				General request
			


        First Name/Last Name*


        Company*



        Street*


        Nr.*



        ZIP*


        City*



        Country*


        E-Mail*



        Phone*


        Fax
    



        Subject*



        I am interested in following Products:
    
		Flow sensors
		

		Druckwächter
		

		Air flow sensors
		

		Ultrasonic sensors
		

		Fill level sensors
		

		Opto-sensors
		

		Inductive proxinity switches
		

		Infrared detectors
		

		Inductive proxinity switches
		

		Metal detectors
		

		Temperature sensors
		

		Complete catalogue
		

		Chocolate (while stocks last)
		






        Your message*



        
                You will receive a copy of the request to the above e-mail address
            
    



        EGE-Newsletter
    
		Yes, I would like to subscribe to the EGE.Newsletter.
		




        Captcha
        *











			Don't fill this field!
		























